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action-adventure Star Trek video game. It took three years to produce, and was the first
in-house video game development by Paramount Studios , who opted not to license
development to a third party. The production team aimed for it to be a collaboration with those
working on the Star Trek films to avoid the typical pitfalls associated with film tie-in video
games. The player takes control of either Kirk or first officer Spock , and investigates the theft
of a terraforming device from the colony of New Vulcan by the Gorn. Together, Kirk and Spock
engage the Gorn on away missions, travel to another universe and re-take Enterprise when it is
captured by alien forces. This two-character gameplay was seen as a unique element, referred
to as "bro-op". The Gorn, who previously appeared in The Original Series and Star Trek:
Enterprise , were heavily redesigned, with fifteen different classes of creatures created. A
replica of the Gorn costume from "Arena" appeared in a viral advertisement alongside William
Shatner , which was intended as a homage to the fight between Kirk and the Gorn from that
episode. The game was announced at the Electronic Entertainment Expo , but was particularly
panned by critics upon launch in and sales were poor. Following an issue with the co-operative
mode on the PC upon launch, reviewers also criticised a number of issues such as poor lip
syncing , clipping and bad camera angles. Star Trek is a single-player third person shooter
action game with cooperative gameplay elements, which allow two players to control Kirk and
Spock. The two characters show different gameplay techniques, with Kirk being the more
typical shooter while Spock has stealth techniques and can use the Vulcan nerve pinch and
mind meld. Each character is equipped with weapons to reflect their gameplay style, with Kirk
armed with a phaser equipped with a stun setting, while Spock's weapon is quieter to reflect his
stealthier style of play and freezes enemies instead. As players progress through the game,
they gain experience allowing them to unlock additional settings for those weapons. During the
course of the game, players have to fight their way across a number of environments. The first
mission sees Kirk and Spock land on the planet New Vulcan; [6] a colony created by Vulcans
following the destruction of their homeworld in the film. These include swimming levels that
have Spock and Kirk move past obstacles using a teleportation gun, and levels featuring
turret-based shooting on board Enterprise. Climbing and platforming are built into the terrain
exploration elements of the main game. It follows the adventures of Captain James T. The first
film showed Kirk becoming Captain of the Enterprise for the first time and the formation of the
crew, [10] and so the video game shows one of their early missions. The rebooted universe was
developed by director J. Abrams along with writers Roberto Orci and Alex Kurtzman from the s
American television series Star Trek: The Original Series and the six films which followed the
crew's adventures. In , Enterprise receives a distress call from a space station harvesting the

power of a binary star. There is too much interference to beam the crew aboard, so Kirk and
Spock voiced by Zachary Quinto take a shuttle to rescue the crew. They encounter T'Mar, a
childhood friend of Spock, who explains they were gathering energy to power the Helios device,
which would speed up the terraforming of New Vulcan ; the team inadvertently opened a rip in
the fabric of space. Beaming to New Vulcan, Kirk and Spock meet with T'Mar's father, Surok,
who explains the station's power from the base was lost after they were attacked by creatures
â€” who call themselves the Gorn â€” from the rip. The Gorn infect some of the crew with a
virus that makes them aggressive. Kirk and Spock enter the locked down sections of the base
to recover the infected survivors, but are unable to stop the Gorn from stealing the Helios
device and kidnapping Surok. Kirk opts to take the infected to a nearby starbase instead of
pursuing the Gorn Commander's ship through the Rip. At the starbase, Kirk, Spock, and T'Mar
meet with Commodore Daniels, who implies he gave T'Mar the specifications for the device as
he knew it would create a wormhole. Suddenly, the Gorn attack the starbase and kidnap T'Mar.
Just as he is about to be beamed back aboard Enterprise , Spock tackles the Gorn Henchman,
bringing him aboard the ship. Kirk and Spock pursue him to the shuttlebay before he can
commandeer a shuttle. Spock mindmelds with the Henchman, learning Surok was killed after
confessing he has no insight into the device, but that his daughter would. Kirk has the
Henchman imprisoned. Kirk resolves to enter the Rip. McCoy Karl Urban to a nearby planet.
When their shuttle is shot down, Kirk and Spock use wingsuits to glide to a Gorn outpost and
blow it up before infiltrating a base to rescue T'Mar. They find Daniels, who is killed in an
ensuing firefight. The Gorn bring Kirk and Spock to the Commander, who has them taken to an
arena to fight his soldiers to the death. Angered by their besting of his champion, the
Commander has Spock infected with the virus and pits him against Kirk. Sulu's shuttle arrives
and McCoy shoots Spock with an antidote, while the Commander flees to his ship with T'Mar
and the device. The shuttle returns to Enterprise , which has been taken over by the Gorn. Kirk
and Spock space dive to engineering and beam McCoy and Sulu back on board. They help
Scotty voiced by Simon Pegg and Keenser reactivate the warp core, and restore power to
sickbay so McCoy can replicate more of the antidote for airborne dispersal. The duo head to the
bridge where the Henchman is holding Uhura voiced by Zoe Saldana hostage, demanding Kirk
give them control of the ship. Kirk responds by directing their shuttle to crash into the
view-screen, decompressing the Gorn into space. With only an hour before the Rip closes, Kirk
and Spock space dive to the Gorn Commander's ship, where they disable the targeting platform
to give Enterprise a fighting chance, and enter the core where T'Mar and the device are being
held. Kirk and Spock destroy the device, defeat the Commander, and are beamed back to
Enterprise with T'Mar. Enterprise warps back to the Milky Way Galaxy before the Rip closes; in
their closing logs, Kirk and Spock state T'Mar has recovered enough to continue working on
New Vulcan, and that they have been ordered to Nibiru. Miller hoped that they had rectified
these issues with Star Trek , and explained that they had not produced a similar game to tie-in
with 's Star Trek film because it would have suffered from those problems. The idea for the
game came out of a brainstorming session in which it was decided that the game should allow
the gamer to play as Kirk and Spock, and therefore should featuring co-op style gameplay. The
plot of the game was written by Marianne Krawczyk, who had previously worked on games such
as God of War and Shank. While developing the game, the production team sought to use
elements of other games as influences on how to create a Star Trek based game that was along
the same lines as the film. Namco Bandai press release, June [22]. It was decided early on in the
development to include the Gorn as the main enemies. Abrams had joked that he was planning
to include the aliens in his second Star Trek film. The official Star Trek website previewed
several of these new types of Gorn, releasing information on a "Gorn Day" each week. The first
to be featured were the Gorn Commander and the Sentinel class. These were described as the
elite of the Gorn, with only one Commander appearing in the game, while the Sentinels were
slightly shorter versions of the same type of Gorn, armed with different weapons. He first
appears on the New Vulcan level, and is one of the Gorn along with the Scout class that can
hide their appearance. The Gorn champion in the arena sequence was based on the Gorn
Captain seen in "Arena". Similar to Rushers, Brunts are also unarmed, but they are more heavily
armoured and have the ability to destroy obstacles that supply cover for the player. The more
typical soldier types of the Gorn are the Initiates, Warriors and Guardians. The former are the
basic troops of the Gorn forces, and while they can run on four legs, they fight on two with an
automatic rifle called the Ravager. However, the energy from the axe can also produce a shield
to protect the holder as well. They are more advanced than both the Initiate and the Warrior
classes in that they spend the vast majority of their time on two feet only. Paramount secured
the likeness rights of Chris Pine and Zachary Quinto in the summer of for an upcoming game
based on the universe of the film Star Trek It was not until a year later in June that the voice

work contracts were signed for the pair, and it was also announced that the likeness rights and
voice acting of the rest of the main cast from the film had been secured. The game was scored
by Chad Seiter , who had previously worked with Michael Giacchino , the composer for the
music in the film and Star Trek Into Darkness. Upon the game's release, there was an issue with
the co-operative mode on the PC. Reviewers were sent a Steam download code to play the
game while waiting for their console versions to arrive in the mail and upon attempting to
launch the co-op mode, players were given the error message "Could not join. The game
session is no longer available. Following enquiries by the media, Paramount and Namco
released a joint statement explaining that it was an issue with the Steam system, and was
something that the company was seeking to fix shortly. While others stated issues with co-op
gameplay on the PS3, the companies stated that they were not aware of any issues and
recommended that faults should be reported via Twitter. After the PC issue was rectified, a
further statement was published to alert customers that they could now use this type of
gameplay. The game made its debut at the E3 convention in , [16] where it was revealed that the
Gorn would be the game's antagonists. You'll have elements of exploration, and adventure, and
discovery. That is what the new Star Trek is about. An in-browser flash social strategy game
entitled Star Trek: New Vulcan Reborn was made by Harkable to promote the game. They joked
about using the line "not your father's Star Trek ", and sought to recreate the fight between
Shatner and the Gorn from the episode "Arena". The trailer featured Shatner using some classic
Kirk fighting moves, including a judo chop and an ear clap, [45] and in a homage to the original
it had the Gorn throw couch cushions rather than the polystyrene rocks in the original episode.
On January 8, , four months before the game's release date, the downloadable content Elite
Officer Pack was announced for pre-orders allowing players to change in game character skins
as well as giving Kirk and Spock new weapons and sidearms. DLC is no longer available. This
release was designed to coincide with the theatrical launch of the latest Star Trek film, Star Trek
Into Darkness. Star Trek received mostly negative reviews. The review aggregator website
Metacritic gave the Xbox edition of the game a score of 42 percent, [48] the PC edition 43
percent, [50] and the PS3 version was given a score of 45 percent. Dan Stapleton for IGN
described it as "a barely serviceable, paint-by-numbers third-person shooter". Star Trek was
otherwise described as bland, even running through to the achievements with boring titles and
the co-op system "succumbs to awkward banter and gimmicky co-op puzzles". Mark Walton,
while writing for GameSpot , thought that the general idea for the game was good, but that the
gameplay was "tiresome" and failed to excite. He said that the animation was "woefully bad", [9]
and there were several bugs such as the cover taking mechanism failing to work on several
occasions. An attempt to bring variety to the game through minigames was seen as "a poor
mishmash of those from other games", [9] and compared those sections to other games such
as Portal and the Uncharted series. Walton explained that the game made "small wins" by
including the voice acting from the same cast as the movie, but said that there were "too many
glaring problems" with the game to find something to like. Star Trek Into Darkness director J.
Abrams stated in September that he was hurt by the game's poor reception and quality, [63]
saying that it was "obviously a big disappointment". From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Chad Seiter. PlayStation 3 , Xbox , Microsoft Windows. Action-adventure , third-person shooter.
Single-player , multiplayer. OPM AU. OPM UK. Category:Star Trek. It was both the last time
Nimoy portrayed the character Spock and his last film overall before his death in Filming began
in January The film was converted to 3D during its post-production stage. It was followed by
Star Trek Beyond in In , Captain James T. Kirk is removed from command of the starship USS
Enterprise for violating the Prime Directive after exposing the ship to the primitive inhabitants of
the planet Nibiru in order to save them, and Spock, from a cataclysmic volcanic eruption.
Admiral Christopher Pike is reinstated as commanding officer with Kirk demoted to first officer.
Spock is transferred to another ship. During an emergency meeting on the situation, Harrison
uses a ship to ambush and kill Pike and other senior officers, before transporting to Kronos ,
homeworld of the hostile Klingons. Admiral Alexander Marcus reinstates Kirk and Spock to
Enterprise with orders to kill Harrison using a new long range stealth torpedo. Chief Engineer
Montgomery Scott objects to allowing untested torpedoes on board without knowing their
specifications; when he is overruled, he resigns. Kirk assigns Pavel Chekov to replace Scotty.
En route to Kronos, Enterprise ' s warp capabilities become disabled. Kirk leads a team with
Spock and Uhura to the planet, where they are ambushed by Klingon patrols. Harrison appears
and kills the Klingons. Harrison surrenders when he learns the precise number of torpedoes on
board Enterprise. Leonard McCoy and Marcus's daughter, Dr. Carol Marcus, open a torpedo at
Harrison's urging, revealing the torpedoes contain cryonically-frozen humans. Harrison is taken
to Enterprise ' s brig, where he reveals his true identity as Khan Noonien Singh , a genetically
engineered superhuman, awoken by Admiral Marcus from centuries of sleep and forced to
develop advanced weapons. Khan reveals that Marcus sabotaged Enterprise ' s warp drive,
intending for the Klingons to destroy the ship after it fired on Kronos, sparking war with the
Klingon Empire. Khan also gives Kirk a set of coordinates, which Kirk asks Scott to investigate.
Scott discovers the coordinates lead to a covert Starfleet facility. Marcus demands that Kirk
deliver Khan, but Enterprise flees to Earth to expose him. After Vengeance disables Enterprise
near the Moon, Carol reveals her presence aboard Enterprise to stop the attack. Marcus forcibly
transports Carol to Vengeance before ordering Enterprise ' s destruction. Vengeance loses
power after being sabotaged by Scott, who infiltrated the ship. With transporters down, Kirk and
Khan, with the latter's knowledge of the warship's design, space-jump to Vengeance.
Meanwhile, Spock contacts his future self on New Vulcan, who tells him of his own encounter
with Khan and warns that he cannot be trusted. After fighting their way to the bridge, Khan
overpowers Kirk, Scott, and Carol, kills Marcus, and takes control of Vengeance. Khan demands
that Spock return his frozen crew in exchange for the Enterprise officers. Spock complies, but
he and McCoy surreptitiously remove Khan's frozen crew from the torpedoes. Spock detonates
the warheads, crippling the ship. With both starships caught in Earth's gravity, they plummet
toward the surface. Kirk enters Enterprise ' s radioactive reactor chamber to realign the warp
core, sacrificing himself to save the ship. Khan crashes Vengeance into downtown San
Francisco in an attempt to destroy Starfleet headquarters, while McCoy discovers that Khan's
blood has regenerative properties that may save Kirk. Spock pursues Khan through the city and
the two engage in hand-to-hand combat. Uhura beams down and stuns Khan. Spock prepares to
kill Khan, but Uhura stops him, explaining he's their only chance to save the Captain. Khan's
blood revives Kirk and Khan is sealed in his cryogenic pod and stored with his compatriots.
One year later, Kirk speaks at Enterprise ' s re-dedication ceremony. The Enterprise crew
embarks on a five-year exploratory mission. Heather Langenkamp portrays Moto, a character
she describes as a small role. A preliminary script was said to be completed by Christmas for a
release. By , a release date of June 29, , was set, [21] with Lindelof announcing he had begun
working on the script with Kurtzman and Orci. Abrams, Kurtzman, and Orci said that selecting a
villain was difficult; according to Abrams, "the universe Roddenberry created is so vast that it's
hard to say one particular thing stands out". They also discussed the possibility of Khan

Noonien Singh and Klingons. In January , Abrams said he had not decided whether or not he
would direct, since he had not yet seen a script. Although a script was completed, uncertainty
regarding the extent of Abrams's involvement led to the film's being pushed back six months
from its scheduled June release. In June, Abrams confirmed that his next project would be the
sequel, noting that he would rather the film be good than ready by its scheduled release date.
Lindelof said that Khan was considered a character they needed to use at some point, given
that "he has such an intense gravity in the Trek universe, we likely would have expended more
energy NOT putting him in this movie than the other way around. Orci noted that when trying to
create the "gigantic imagery" required by a summer blockbuster, Kurtzman suggested a scene
where Enterprise rose from the ocean. With that as a starting point they and Lindelof came up
with the cold open in Nibiru, which blended action and comedy and was isolated from the main
story in an homage to Raiders of the Lost Ark. Actor Benicio del Toro had reportedly been
sought as the villain, and had met with Abrams to discuss the role; [47] however, he later bowed
out. In , Alice Eve and Peter Weller agreed to their roles. Into Darkness began principal
photography on January 12, , with a scheduled release date of May 16, On February 24, , images
from the set surfaced of Benedict Cumberbatch's character in a fight with Spock. Some shots
were made in Iceland. Marc Okrand , the developer of the Klingon language , provided the
Klingon dialogues with on-set coaching from constructed language experts. The dialogue did
not make cohesive sense following editing and so new dialogue was constructed and dubbed
during post production. There's no word that comes after the colon after Star Trek that's cool.
Not that Star Trek: Insurrection or First Contact aren't good titles, it's just that everything that
people are turned off about when it comes to Trek is represented by the colon". Composer
Michael Giacchino composed the film's incidental music. An expanded soundtrack album was
released on July 28, , limited to 6, copies. Rivers asked about the title: "The title Star Trek Into
Darkness indicates some sort of ominous turn, obviously". Eve suggested that Pegg discuss
the theme of terrorism , and Pegg obliged: "I think it's a very current film, and it reflects certain
things that are going on in our own heads at the moment; this idea that our enemy might be
walking among us, not necessarily on the other side of an ocean, you know. John Harrison,
Benedict Cumberbatch's character, is ambiguous, you know? We [the characters in the film]
don't know who to support. Sometimes, Kirk, he seems to be acting in exactly the same way as
him [Harrison]. They're both motivated by revenge. And the Into Darkness in the title is less an
idea of this new trend of po-faced, kind of, everything's-got-to-be-a-bit-dour treatments of
essentially childish stories. It's more about Kirk's indecision. The pivotal scene near the end
when Kirk enters the reactor chamber serves as a role reversal of a similar pivotal scene in Star
Trek II: The Wrath of Khan. Originally conceived as a retelling of Heart of Darkness by Joseph
Conrad , Kurtzman and Orci defined the main theme of Into Darkness as "how far will we go to
exact vengeance and justice on an enemy that scares us. How far should we go from our
values? We must not succumb to it; we are the same. As part of a contest Abrams designed
after the release of Super 8 , the prize for answering a series of questions would be walk-on
roles for two people in Into Darkness. A two-minute teaser was released in iTunes Movie
Trailers on December The teaser marked the beginning of a viral marketing campaign, with a
hidden link directing fans to a movie-related website. An international trailer was released on
March 21, , with an embedded URL revealing an online-only international poster. On April 8,
Paramount released the final international one-sheet featuring solely Benedict Cumberbatch's
character. In the days leading up to the trailer release, character posters featuring Kirk, Spock,
Uhura, and Harrison were released on iTunes. Abrams is connected with The Mission Continues
, and a section of the film's website is dedicated to that organization. Saldana said that she
lobbied Abrams for four years: "If we make a sequel, Uhura needs to kick ass". They discussed
approaching a body of work already mastered by an earlier generation of actors, agreeing that
they would remain with the franchise as long as it lasted. Pine said that he had to gain weight
for the role of Captain Kirk. One story told by cast members during the promotion concerned an
on-set prank initially devised by Pegg, which he later noted grew out of proportion. While
filming at the National Ignition Facility , Pegg and Pine with the crew's help tricked the arriving
actors into believing there was "ambient radiation" at the location and they had to wear
"neutron cream" to avoid being burned by it. Although these were lower than Paramount's
projected box-office earnings, studio vice-chairman Rob Moore said he was "extremely
pleased" with the sequel's performance. With no added value elements to sell, Paramount was
forced to craft a generic campaign based around Benedict Cumberbatch as "Generic Bad Guy",
so the excitement never took hold This was adding to the idea that merely withholding basic
story elements is tantamount to promising stunning plot twists The site's consensus reads,
"Visually spectacular and suitably action packed, Star Trek Into Darkness is a rock-solid
installment in the venerable sci-fi franchise, even if it's not as fresh as its predecessor. Critics

called it a "rousing adventure" [] and "a riveting action-adventure in space". However, not all of
reviews were positive; The Independent said the film would "underwhelm even the Trekkies".
Scott dismissed the film in The New York Times : "It's uninspired hackwork, and the frequent
appearance of blue lens flares does not make this movie any more of a personal statement". It
just becomes a gimmick or gimmicky, and that's what I found it to be, ultimately. The film was
criticized for a scene with actress Alice Eve 's character Carol Marcus in her underwear, which
was called "wholly unnecessary" and "gratuitous". Despite an acclaimed performance from
Cumberbatch, Christian Blauvelt of Hollywood. I am not being critical of the actor or his talent,
just the casting". One of the points of the movie is that we must be careful about the villain
within US , not some other race". In an interview with Buzzfeed two years after the film's
release, Abrams addressed some of the film's shortcomings. Any movie And yet, I found myself
frustrated by my choices, and unable to hang my hat on an undeniable thread of the main story.
So then I found myself on that movie basically tap-dancing as well as I could to try and make
the sequences as entertaining as possible Star Trek Into Darkness was released as a digital
download on August 20, In North America, the release is split into various retailer exclusives.
Retailer Best Buy has an exclusive Blu-ray edition with 30 minutes of additional content, []
available on disc in Canada, and via streaming service CinemaNow in the United States. Online
retailer iTunes' version comes with audio commentary for the film not available in the retailer
exclusives. The split of the special features between various retailers has attracted criticism
from fans. Seriously, if Paramount is going to treat its Blu-ray customers like this, they should
just get out of the business altogether. Or better yet, farm all their titles out to third party
licensees who will treat these films and Blu-ray customers in general with greater care and
respect. He suggested "[putting] together the true special edition that should have been
delivered from the start, with all of the extras that got scattered around to different retailers,
including the enhanced audio commentary, plus all-new content just for this release From
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cookies in accordance to our Cookie Policy. Trek is without a doubt one of the biggest names in
the cycling industry. Their top of the line road and mountain bicycles have made a name for
themselves with tremendous performances at tours worldwide. Trek's entry level range of road
bicycles is no different. And so we figured this might be the ideal brand to start our reviews
with. Meet the Trek 1. Here's our complete lowdown. To start off, you can almost instantly notice
that Trek has maintained their high standard when it comes to quality and style. With a
gorgeous colour combination and impeccable finish quality, the frame looks like a work of art.
Trek uses their light weight series alpha aluminium frame that keeps the bicycle lighter without
compromising on stability and strength. We took the bicycle down a route we've done many
times and the carbon front fork drastically improved ride experience by absorbing minor
vibrations and shocks. And while we had amazing weather to test the bicycle, the frame does
come equipped with mudguard mounts that can help you enjoy your ride irrespective of the
weather. The cable routing made it convenient to carry around when we needed to take it up or
down a flight of stairs. As far as the fit and comfort are concerned, I had absolutely no qualms.
Trek's H2 Frame fit finds the perfect balance between an aggressive riding position and a
comfortable upright cruising position. The head tube is a little taller and gave me a slightly more
comfortable riding posture. This can reduce strain on your back and neck if you're relatively
new to roadies. The saddle can feel a little hard when you ride on bumps. But this is the case on
most road bicycles. There are many advantages to a hard narrow saddle compared to a wide
cushioned saddle. So if you're kitted up right and the roads are good, this shouldn't be too
much of a problem. The Trek 1. If I were to upgrade any component on this bicycle, this is what
I'd start with. Putting on a good set of wheels can do wonders to your riding efficiency,
especially if you're looking at participating in local races. The bicycle features the Tiagra
Compact crankset or Tiagra Double. This means the crankset has only 2 chain rings, 50t and
34t, as opposed to the standard 3 chain ring crankset. Believe it or not, the larger 50t chainring
coupled with the 10 speed cassette was more than sufficient for our test ride. To be honest, I
didn't even miss the extra chain ring. And the 34t chainring provided perfect assistance on slow
climbs as well. This combination should have you covered on most rides; whether you intend
on riding fast or taking it easy. In addition to reducing the weight of the bicycle a tiny bit,
another advantage of having just 2 chainrings is that the wear on the chain reduces and the
damage caused by cross chain is greatly lowered. Needless to say, they proved to be very
responsive and comfortable. The gear indicators were easy to see while riding as well. If you've
already got yourself the Trek 1. Apart from the colour and finish, there's practically no
difference between the two versions. The massive price difference is the result of the import
duty hike on bicycles and bicycle parts that was introduced in I'd be lying if I said I wasn't happy
riding this bicycle. I was able to ride fast when I wanted to and also felt really comfortable when
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Brand Trek. Model 1. Category Road. Frame looks like a work of Art. Perfect balance between
aggressive and cofortable riding positions. Entry level road bicycle wheelset. Drivetrain, Brakes
and Shifters. Excellent Componentry. No major difference between the two versions. Overall
Rating. Fantastic frame fit that could work for you irrespective of your cycling experience.
Newbie or veteran? It doesn't matter. Excellent componentry. The Tiagra compact coupled with
the 10 speed cassette makes riding a dream. Light weight and durable frame. The series alpha
aluminium and carbon fork help give you a smooth and responsive ride. The ride can be a little
hard on bumpy roads. Wear a pair of cycling shorts to improve your ride. But if you're not going
to take advantage of the performance aspect of the narrow saddle, we'd recommend a saddle
change to up the comfort. Prices are subject to change by the brand, without due notice
Interested To Buy? Talk To Our Expert. The cycle was delivered to me like i had got the cycle
from the shop. Rajsh
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ree M Montra Helicon Disc The ultimate beginner's bike and more!! The ride experience is
fulfilling, for this price range..! Go for it.. S: I must mention, d buying experience from CMB is
just awesome! Anand Rajaguru Firefox Rapide 21S. This Bicycle do not have a throttle - you
have pedal in order to move. I recently bought this Ridley from ChooseMyBicycle. Though the
company is based in Chennai and I am in Mumbai the whole purchasing and delivery was
seamless. Ashwin Gupta Ridley Damocles 4 Awesome Cycle, Super light weight, attain speed of
kmph easily, very smooth and comfortable to ride. But try to go for 29 wheel size, do not even
think of buying I ride this cycle daily to my office which is 3 km from my home. Occasionally I
take it on long rides 25 to 40km It has comfortable saddle, powerful brakes, gears are efficient
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